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ABSTRACT
We examine substructure and mass segregation in the massive OB association
Cygnus OB2 to better understand its initial conditions. Using a well understood Chan-
dra X-ray selected sample of young stars we find that Cyg OB2 exhibits considerable
physical substructure and has no evidence for mass segregation, both indications that
the association is not dynamically evolved. Combined with previous kinematical stud-
ies we conclude that Cyg OB2 is dynamically very young, and what we observe now
is very close to its initial conditions: Cyg OB2 formed as a highly substructured, un-
bound association with a low volume density (< 100 stars pc−3). This is inconsistent
with the idea that all stars form in dense, compact clusters. The massive stars in
Cyg OB2 show no evidence for having formed particularly close to one another, nor
in regions of higher than average density. Since Cyg OB2 contains stars as massive
as ∼100 M⊙ this result suggests that very massive stars can be born in relatively
low-density environments. This would imply that massive stars in Cyg OB2 did not
form by competitive accretion, or by mergers.
Key words: stars: formation - kinematics and dynamics - open clusters and associ-
ations: individual: Cygnus OB2
1 INTRODUCTION
The question of whether all stars form in dense clusters
is of crucial importance, as it has implications for theo-
ries of star formation (e.g., Bonnell et al. 2001), the pro-
cessing of binary systems (e.g., Parker et al. 2011), and
the conditions for the evolution of protoplanetary disks
and the formation of planetary systems (Armitage 2000;
Adams et al. 2006; Parker & Quanz 2012). In particular,
some theories of massive star formation, such as competi-
tive accretion (Bonnell et al. 2001) and stellar mergers, re-
quire a dense stellar environment, while other scenarios, such
as monolithic collapse (e.g., Yorke & Sonnhalter 2002), can
occur in (and might require) relatively low-density environ-
ments (see Zinnecker & Yorke 2007, for a review).
There are two competing theories of star formation,
and although the reality is likely to be an intermedi-
ate combination of the two it can be useful to compare
and contrast these theories so that they can be tested.
In ‘clustered star formation’ the majority of stars form
in dense embedded groups containing thousands to hun-
dreds of thousands of stars within parsec-sized regions (e.g.,
Lada et al. 1991; Carpenter et al. 1997; Kroupa 2011). The
feedback-induced expulsion of residual gas left over from the
star formation process destroys 90% of these young clus-
ters within the first 10 Myrs (Hills 1980; Lada et al. 1984;
Goodwin & Bastian 2006). This widely held view was most
prominent advocated by Lada & Lada (2003) and based
on the large number of embedded clusters discovered in
the near-IR (e.g., Carpenter 2000). However, recent mid-
IR observations have challenged this view by revealing that
young stellar objects are correlated with the hierarchically
structured interstellar medium (Gutermuth et al. 2011) and
found over a wide range of stellar surface densities
(Bressert et al. 2010) suggesting there is no preferred scale
of star formation.
What is clear is that only around 10% of stars find
themselves in gas-free bound clusters after a few Myr
(Lada & Lada 2003). Many other young stars are found
in OB associations: loose, co-moving young stellar groups
containing O and/or early B-type stars (Blaauw 1964)
with a similar stellar content to young star clusters
(e.g., Bastian et al. 2010). Their low stellar mass densi-
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ties (<0.1 M⊙ pc
−3) imply that they are gravitationally
unbound and therefore expanding, which has led to sug-
gestions that they are the expanded remnants of young
star clusters disrupted by gas removal (Lada & Lada 1991;
Brown et al. 1997; Kroupa et al. 2001).
Alternatively, in ‘hierarchical star formation’ stars form
at a smoothly varying distribution of densities with signifi-
cant substructure on pc (or greater) scales and denser sub-
areas nested within larger, less dense areas (e.g., Scalo 1985;
Elmegreen et al. 2006; Bastian et al. 2007). Clusters are
formed by merging substructures in the densest subvirial re-
gions (Allison et al. 2009), whilst low density and unbound
regions become OB associations.
These two scenarios provide very different mechanisms
for the formation of OB associations, both of which pro-
vide clear observational discriminants. In clustered star
formation, associations are the expanding remnants of a
dynamically evolved dense star cluster. Mixing in the
dense star cluster will have erased any initial substruc-
ture (Scally & Clarke 2002; Goodwin & Whitworth 2004;
Parker & Meyer 2012), but should retain or enhance any
mass segregation (which is often observed in bound
clusters, e.g., Hillenbrand et al. 1998; Stolte et al. 2002).
But in hierarchical star formation associations are dy-
namically young and should retain any initial substruc-
ture (Scally & Clarke 2002; Goodwin & Whitworth 2004;
Parker & Meyer 2012), and will only exhibit mass seg-
regation if it was present initially. Thus, substructure
(spatial or dynamical) and mass segregation both pro-
vide measurable indicators of the level of dynamical evo-
lution within a group of stars, acting as diagnostics of
the original physical and dynamical state of the stars
when they formed (see Parker et al. 2013). For example
Preibisch & Zinnecker (1999) argued from the kinematics
and distribution of stars in the Upper Sco OB association
that it must have formed as an association, and very re-
cently, Jesu´s Delgado et al. (2013) used measures of struc-
ture and mass segregation to argue for very different dy-
namical histories for the Berkeley 94 and Berkeley 96 open
clusters.
In this paper we attempt to constrain the initial con-
ditions of the formation of the massive OB association
Cygnus OB2 using indicators of dynamical evolution such
as substructure and mass segregation. Cyg OB2 is one
of the largest OB associations in our Galaxy with an es-
timated stellar mass of ∼3 × 104 M⊙ (Drew et al. 2008;
Wright et al. 2010) and home to many massive stars with
masses up to ∼100 M⊙ (e.g., Massey & Thompson 1991;
Comero´n et al. 2002; Hanson 2003), which have an extreme
impact on their environment (Wright et al. 2012). Further-
more at a distance of only 1.4 kpc (Rygl et al. 2012) it can
be studied in sufficient detail to resolve and characterise
both high and low-mass stars. This paper is outlined as fol-
lows. In Section 2 we introduce the observational sample
used for this study and in Section 3 we outline the substruc-
ture and mass segregation diagnostics used. In Section 4 we
present out results and discuss possible biases, and in Sec-
tion 5 we discuss our findings in terms of the dynamical
and structural evolution of Cyg OB2 and consider the im-
plications of our results for both Cyg OB2 and theories of
massive star formation.
2 SAMPLE OF YOUNG STARS IN CYG OB2
The observational sample used here is the X-ray se-
lected sample of Cyg OB2 members presented by
Wright & Drake (2009). X-ray observations offer a largely
unbiased diagnostic of youth that is highly effective in
separating young association members from older field
stars. This is because pre-main-sequence stars are typi-
cally 10–1000 times more luminous in X-rays than main-
sequence stars (e.g., Preibisch & Feigelson 2005) due to
enhanced magnetic activity (for low-mass stars, e.g.,
Wright et al. 2011) and collisions in strong stellar winds (for
high-mass stars, e.g., Naze´ et al. 2011). The only exception
to this is A- and late B-type stars that are not believed to
emit X-rays (e.g., Schmitt 1997). Another commonly used
method for selecting young stars is to use infrared observa-
tions to identify stars with circumstellar disks, as recently
done by Guarcello et al. (2013). However, in regions such
as Cyg OB2 where the fraction of stars with circumstel-
lar disks is very low (e.g., Albacete Colombo et al. 2007;
Wright et al. 2010) and where feedback from the massive
O-type stars (e.g., Wright et al. 2012) may photoevapo-
rate circumstellar disks and therefore spatially bias the
distribution of stars with disks this method could bias
studies of the spatial distribution of stars. X-ray obser-
vations can however be sensitive to absorption due to
neutral hydrogen along the line of sight, the effects of
which broadly scale with absorption due to dust, affecting
the detection of embedded sources. Fortunately Cyg OB2
has already dispersed the molecular cloud from which it
formed (e.g., Schneider et al. 2006), with very little evidence
for an H ii region in its vicinity (Vink et al. 2008), and
Guarcello et al. (2013) noted a dearth of embedded infrared
sources toward the centre of the association.
Wright & Drake (2009) presented a catalogue of X-ray
sources in Cyg OB2 from two observations with the Chan-
dra X-ray Observatory. The deeper of these two obser-
vations was centered on the core of the association and
it is the sources from this observation that we use here.
Wright et al. (2010) studied the properties of these sources,
using optical photometry from IPHAS (INT Photometric
Hα Survey, Drew et al. 2005) to identify and remove fore-
ground contaminants. The masses of stars in the sample
range from ∼80 M⊙ for Cyg OB2 #7, an O3 supergiant,
down to 0.1 M⊙. The masses of the high-mass stars were de-
rived from spectroscopy and fitting to evolutionary models
(Kiminki et al. 2007) and are therefore quite reliable. The
masses of individual low-mass stars, while less reliable, are
not necessary for the mass segregation diagnostics used here
and this is not therefore a concern.
Chandra’s sensitivity to point sources is highly depen-
dent on the size of the point spread function, which is itself
dependent on the distance from the centre of the observa-
tion, known as the off-axis angle. This leads to a spatially
varying sensitivity that could affect the detection of low-
mass stars. Since mass segregation is effectively diagnosing
differences in the spatial distribution of stars as a function
of their mass it is important that we work with a sample
free from mass-dependent spatially varying incompleteness.
Wright et al. (2010) found that the X-ray luminosity func-
tion of our sample was in good agreement with that de-
rived from X-ray studies of other young clusters down to a
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Figure 1. Map of the central region of Cyg OB2 showing the
objects in our sample. The 587 stars used for studying substruc-
ture and mass segregation are shown as large black dots, with
the 50 most massive stars (M > 11M⊙) shown as red dots. The
445 low-mass stars excluded from this study to avoid spatially-
varying incompleteness are shown as small grey dots. The outline
of the Chandra survey area is shown as a grey box.
mass of ∼1 M⊙ and that the mass function could be fit-
ted with a slope of Γ = −1.09 ± 0.13 (excluding A and
B-type stars as described above), in good agreement with
the ‘universal’ initial mass function slope of Γ = −1.3± 0.3
(Kroupa et al. 2001). Comparing the distribution of stellar
masses with a Kroupa et al. (2001) initial mass function we
identify the range of masses where the observed mass func-
tion deviates from this and which may therefore suffer from
spatially varying incompletenesses. We find that the sam-
ple is complete in the mass ranges 0.8 6 M/M⊙ 6 1.7
and M/M⊙ > 5, which we here adopt as our spatially-
complete sample for studying mass segregation (hereafter
dubbed the ‘mass function complete’ sample). This consists
of 587 stars, reduced from the 1032 members of Cyg OB2 in
the full catalog. These stars are distributed over an area of
∼0.08 deg2, or ∼50 pc2 at the distance of Cyg OB2. This
is equivalent to a surface density of 2–4 stars arcmin−2,
significantly below the level at which sample incomplete-
ness effects can bias measures of mass segregation (e.g.,
Ascenso et al. 2009). Figure 1 shows the spatial distribution
of these sources. Note that the ∼50 pc2 surface area shown
in Fig 1 represents around one-third to one-half of the total
population of Cyg OB2.
3 METHODOLOGY
In this section we outline the substructure and mass segre-
gation diagnostics used in this work, the results of which are
presented in Section 4.
3.1 The Q parameter measure of cluster structure
Cartwright & Whitworth (2004) pioneered the use of the Q-
parameter in diagnosing the amount of substructure in star
clusters. The Q parameter is defined as Q = m¯/s¯, the ra-
tio of the mean edge length of the minimum spanning tree
(MST) of all the stars in the cluster, m¯, and the mean
separation between stars, s¯, both normalised as described
in Cartwright & Whitworth (2004). Clusters with smooth
spatial distribution and central condensation have large Q
values, whilst clumpy clusters with significant substructure
have small Q values. The advantage of using the Q param-
eter is that it provides an impartial indication of cluster
structure without the need for any arbitrary decisions such
as choosing a cluster centre. The normalisation factors also
make the parameter independent of the size or density of the
star cluster, allowing comparisons between different clusters.
While theQ parameter was originally formulated for broadly
spherical clusters it can also be adapted to take into account
the effects of elongation (Bastian et al. 2009).
3.2 The ΛMSR minimum spanning tree method
The ΛMSR ratio was introduced by Allison et al. (2009)
to provide a quantitative measure of the level of
mass segregation with an associated significance (see
also Olczak et al. 2011; Maschberger & Clarke 2011). This
method uses the length of the MST of a subset of massive
stars compared to the mean MST length of many random
subsets of low-mass stars. If mass segregation exists in a
group of stars then the MST length of the most massive stars
will be shorter than the typical MST length of an equal size
sample of low-mass stars. Allison et al. (2009) quantified the
mass segregation ratio, ΛMSR, as
ΛMSR =
〈lnorm〉
lmassive
(1)
where lmassive is the mean MST edge length of NMST mas-
sive stars and 〈lnorm〉 is the sample average of the mean MST
edge length of NMST stars. The uncertainty on this mea-
sure, σnorm/lmassive, can be calculated from Monte Carlo
simulations to derive an associated significance. A measure-
ment of ΛMSR ∼ 1 indicates no mass segregation (i.e. the
massive stars are distributed in the same way as all other
stars), whereas ΛMSR > 1 indicates mass segregation, with
the significance of such a measurement dependent on the un-
certainty calculated. This method has particular advantages
over other measures of mass segregation based on the radial
distributions of the stars in a cluster as it does not rely on
defining a cluster centre or any preferred location, a useful
feature when studying the spatial distribution of stars in an
association that may not have a clear centre.
This method has been well tested on a number of clus-
ters and associations and been shown to produce significant
detections of mass segregation in both dynamically evolved
clusters and in clusters with known mass segregation (e.g.,
Allison et al. 2009; Sana et al. 2010) and also to show a lack
of mass segregation in less dynamically evolved groups of
stars (e.g., Parker et al. 2011, 2012).
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3.3 The m−Σ local stellar surface density method
An alternative measure of mass segregation based
on the local stellar surface density was proposed by
Maschberger & Clarke (2011). If mass segregation exists
then the massive stars will be concentrated in denser areas of
the cluster and will have higher local surface densities than
the general population. This can be seen in a plot of the local
surface density, Σ, versus mass, where Σ = (n − 1)/(pir2n),
n is the number of stars used to measure the local sur-
face density, and rn is the distance to the n
th nearest
neighbour of the star (Casertano & Hut 1985). We adopt
n = 6 in this work following Maschberger & Clarke (2011)
and Casertano & Hut (1985) who found it to be a
good compromise between accurately representing the
local density and minimising low-level fluctuations.
Maschberger & Clarke (2011) tested this method on
the hydrodynamical simulation of star formation by
Bonnell et al. (2008), quantifying the significance of mass
segregation using a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS)
test of the Σ values of the subset compared to the Σ values
of the entire sample, and found that it provided significant
measurements of mass segregation in young clusters. To
compare this measurement with that from other clusters we
follow Parker et al. (2013) by using the ratio of local surface
densities of the 10 most massive stars in the association,
Σ˜10, to that of all the stars in the association, Σ˜all, the
local surface density ratio ΣLDR = Σ˜10/Σ˜all.
4 RESULTS
Here we present the results of applying the structural di-
agnostic Q and both mass segregation diagnostics to our
‘mass function complete’ sample, the implications of which
are discussed in Section 5.
4.1 The Substructure Diagnostic Q
We calculate a substructure measure of Q = 0.34 for the
centre of Cyg OB2. This is possibly a lower limit due to cer-
tain observational effects and the true value is probably 0.4
– 0.5 (see discussion in Section 4.4). Despite this the true Q
value for Cyg OB2 is still very low. Of the regions examined
by Cartwright & Whitworth (2004), only Taurus has such a
low Q of 0.47 (although further comparisons between Tau-
rus and Cyg OB2 should be made cautiously as the two re-
gions are very different and are observed at hugely different
distances). Such a low value of Q is almost certainly a signa-
ture of a region that is dynamically unevolved as dynamical
evolution acts to erase substructure (Scally & Clarke 2002;
Goodwin & Whitworth 2004; Parker et al. 2013).
4.2 The Mass Segregation Ratio, ΛMSR
The mass segregation ratio ΛMSR was calculated for a subset
of massive stars of varying size NMST with 〈lnorm〉 calcu-
lated from 10,000 random realisations of a random subset
of NMST stars drawn from the sample. The distribution of
lnorm values was then used to calculate σnorm. This exper-
iment was repeated for multiple values of NMST to iden-
tify any possible subset of the massive star population in
Figure 2. Mass segregation ratio, ΛMSR, for the NMST most
massive stars in the centre of Cyg OB2 in steps of 10 stars using
the ‘mass function complete’ sample with 1σ error bars. The low-
est mass star in each bin is indicated along the top. ΛMSR = 1,
indicating no mass segregation, is shown as a dashed red line.
Cyg OB2 that might be mass segregated and with different
step sizes so that the largest and most significant measure-
ment of mass segregation could be identified.
Figure 2 shows the mass segregation ratio ΛMSR for the
NMST most massive stars in the centre of Cyg OB2 in steps
of 10 stars. The highest mass bin has ΛMSR = 1.14 ± 0.23,
indicating that the 10 most massive stars (M = 32–80 M⊙)
might be slightly more clustered than the average stars in
Cyg OB2, but this result is not significant, deviating from
ΛMSR = 1.0 (no mass segregation) by only 0.6σ. Increasing
NMST produces less significant results and for NMST > 30
we find ΛMSR ∼ 1. Adjusting the step value of NMST pro-
duces minor changes to the largest value of ΛMSR, varying
from 1.13 to 1.16 as the step size varies from 5-15. How-
ever this does not produce more significant results because
as NMST increases we lose the ability to pick out structural
differences between mass regimes, while if NMST decreases
we raise the uncertainty and lower the resulting significance.
This value of ΛMSR is significantly lower than that found
in other regions (e.g., Allison et al. 2009; Sana et al. 2010),
both in terms of the absolute measurement and the signifi-
cance of the measurement. It is also lower than the levels of
mass segregation found by Parker et al. (2013) in N-body
simulations of highly dynamic subvirial clusters (see discus-
sion in Section 5). We therefore conclude that by the ΛMSR
mass segregation ratio there is no evidence for mass segre-
gation in the centre of Cyg OB2.
4.3 The local surface density ratio , ΣLDR
The local surface density, Σ, for all the stars in our sample
is shown in Figure 3, showing both the full sample and the
‘mass function complete’ subset of the sample. The spread in
Σ is approximately two orders of magnitude, lower than the
∼3 dex spread measured by Maschberger & Clarke (2011)
from their hydrodynamical simulations, but similar to the
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Figure 3. The m − Σ distribution for all stars in our dataset
showing the local surface density for each star plotted against its
mass. Our ‘mass function complete’ sample is shown with black
dots, while stars excluded from this sample are shown as grey
dots. The median surface densities of all the stars in the ‘mass
function complete’ sample (blue dashed line) and that of the 10
most massive stars in the sample (red dashed line) are also shown.
∼2 dex spread observed by Parker et al. (2012) in ρ Ophi-
uchi.
The median surface density of the ‘mass function com-
plete’ subset of the sample, Σ˜all = 13.3 stars pc
−2 is shown,
as is the median surface density of the 10 most massive
stars in the sample Σ˜10 = 19.1 stars pc
−2. This difference
is not significant however, with a two dimensional KS test
returning a p-value of 0.24 that the two subsets share the
same parent distribution. The local surface density ratio for
Cyg OB2 is then ΣLDR = 1.44, much lower than the values
of ΣLDR found by Parker et al. (2013) in theirN-body simu-
lations of both subvirial (bound) and supervirial (unbound)
dense clusters. Given the large number of massive stars in
Cyg OB2 it might be considered restrictive to only use the
10 most massive stars for this diagnostic, though there is a
fine balance between sensitivity to the most massive stars
and the statistical significance of the result afforded by the
sample size. Recalculating the local surface density ratio
using the 20 (30) most massive stars changes the ratio to
ΣLDR = 1.34 (1.28), a very small change which does not
alter the overall result. We conclude that the massive stars
in the centre of Cyg OB2 are not in regions of significantly
higher local density than the low-mass stars, and are there-
fore not mass segregated according to this ratio.
4.4 Possible biases
Our observations suggest that there is no significant evi-
dence for mass segregation in Cyg OB2 and that the asso-
ciation exhibits considerable substructure. These results are
based on the spatial distribution of stars, both that of the
entire sample and that of the IMF complete sample. Any-
thing that could affect our ability to detect and characterise
stars at different spatial densities or stars of different masses
could therefore bias these results. We consider such possi-
ble biases here and attempt to assess their impact on our
results.
One possible bias is evident from the positions of stars
in Figure 1, which reveals a cross-shape of low stellar density
due to the gap between Chandra’s CCDs. This chip gap of
11′′ is partly smoothed out by the Lissajous dither pattern
used by the observatory, but will leave an area of low sensi-
tivity between CCDs. While this will not affect the positions
of the OB stars (which are known from other observations)
and therefore the level of mass segregation, it may induce
structural features that will artificially decrease Q. To test
the importance of this effect we simulated fractal datasets
with and without a cross in the centre of the image. For
ten different realisations of a region with 1000 stars in a 3D
fractal with a fractal dimension of 2.0 we find that the ‘true’
2D value of Q varies between 0.42 and 0.63 (typically ∼0.5).
Placing a ‘cross’ with a size of 10 per cent of the total size of
the region (a conservative over-estimation) typically lowers
the measured 2D Q value by around 0.1 – giving a range of
Q between 0.27 and 0.60 (note that in one case the Q-value
increases by only 0.06). Therefore the measured Q = 0.34
for Cyg OB2 is likely underestimated slightly and the true
Q-value is probably 0.4 – 0.5, still very low.
Another bias that could affect our sample is contami-
nation of the sample by non-members of Cyg OB2. These
objects would be randomly distributed across the field and
would appear as low-mass stars (since all the high-mass stars
in Cyg OB2 have been spectroscopically identified). Signif-
icant contamination would effect the values of all of our
quantitative measures. The effect of adding randomly po-
sitioned contaminants is to smooth out density differences,
effectively pushing Q towards 0.8 (i.e. smoothly distributed)
and pushing ΣLDR towards unity (i.e. to preferentially in-
crease the densities of low-surface density regions). The po-
tential effects of contamination on ΛMSR are subtle, and it
could artificially increase or decrease ΛMSR depending on
what the true underlying distribution is. However, the very
low measured value of Q shows that no significant randomly
distributed component is present (otherwise Q would not
be so low). Therefore we conclude that contamination is not
significant in this sample.
Finally we note that the effects of variable extinc-
tion are unlikely to have a significant effect on our results.
Bastian et al. (2009) studied how incompletenesses due to
extinction can affect the resulting Q parameter, causing the
measured value to be lower by 0.04–0.08 if 20–50% of the
sources are undetected due to variable extinction. This result
was supported by a similar study by Parker & Meyer (2012)
who also found the same was true when calculating Σ, i.e.,
only when an unphysically larger number of stars are un-
detected due to extinction do such structural diagnostics
become unreliable. It is worth reiterating that we do not ex-
pect a significant loss of sources due to variable extinction
since Guarcello et al. (2013) did not detect many embedded
sources in Cyg OB2 from their deep infrared study.
5 DISCUSSION
Cyg OB2 is an association with a total mass estimated
to be 3 × 104 M⊙ (Drew et al. 2008; Wright et al. 2010)
spread over an area of at least 50 pc2 and surrounded by
c© 0000 RAS, MNRAS 000, 000–000
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(but not embedded within) the molecular cloud complex
Cygnus X with a gas mass of 3 × 106 M⊙ (adjusted for a
distance of 1.4 kpc, Schneider et al. 2006). Based on the
results from this paper we can make several statements:
1. The centre of Cyg OB2 shows a significant degree
of substructure with a true 2D Q-value of 0.4–0.5 (see
Section 4.1).
2. Cyg OB2 shows no evidence that the massive stars
are distributed any differently to the low-mass stars (as
measured by ΛMSR, see Section 4.2).
3. Cyg OB2 shows no evidence that the massive stars are
in regions of higher local density than the low-mass stars
(as measured by ΣLDR, see Section 4.3).
Putting together all of this evidence we argue that Cyg OB2
has always been a substructured, unbound association.
The significant degree of spatial substructure as mea-
sured by Q strongly suggests that Cyg OB2 is dy-
namically young. That is, it has not been able to
mix in phase space and retains the imprint of its
initial conditions (a picture supported by evidence of
physical and dynamical substructure in Cyg OB2, e.g.,
Wright et al. 2012; Guarcello et al. 2013). Previous stud-
ies have found that substructure is only ever erased
(Scally & Clarke 2002; Goodwin & Whitworth 2004). In
particular, Parker et al. (2013) find that Q tends to stay
the same or increase in the vast majority of simulations,
although in some initially smooth and unbound regions sub-
structure can increase very slightly to ∼0.8 and then quickly
falls to ∼0.6 before remaining roughly constant. This is due
to sub-regions with locally similar velocities being able to
‘condense’ from an initially smooth distribution. The de-
crease in Q is however small and we also believe such smooth
initial conditions to be highly unphysical. Therefore, the cur-
rent value of Q is an upper limit on the initial value of Q.
The fact that we see a low current value of Q means that
Cyg OB2 has always contained significant substructure.
The lack of any evidence for mass segregation is ex-
tremely interesting. That ΛMSR ∼ 1 shows that the massive
stars are not closer together than would be expected from
a random selection of low-mass stars. Parker et al. (2013)
find that in bound ‘clusters’ ΛMSR tends to increase (though
it can go down due to the dynamical decay of higher-
order Trapezium-like systems), but in unbound regions
ΛMSR retains its initial value (as the massive stars have
no chance to group together). The velocity dispersion of
Cyg OB2 suggests the region is gravitationally unbound (see
Kiminki et al. 2007, and erratum) and therefore that ΛMSR
was always unity – i.e. the massive stars in Cyg OB2 were
never grouped together more closely.
The local surface density around the massive stars as
measured by ΣLDR is also statistically the same as that
around low-mass stars. Parker et al. (2013) show that in
bound and unbound regions ΣLDR always tends to increase.
This is because the massive stars act as a local potential
well into which they can attract a retinue of low-mass stars
increasing their local surface density. Therefore ΣLDR is a
lower limit on the initial ΣLDR which increases with dynam-
ical age. This again suggests that Cyg OB2 is dynamically
young as the massive stars have had no (dynamical) time
to attract a local retinue (alternatively they have had time,
but Cyg OB2 started with the massive stars in significantly
less locally dense regions), i.e. the massive stars in Cyg OB2
did not form in locally overdense regions.
In particular, given the age of around 3–5 Myr of
Cyg OB2 (Wright et al. 2010), and comparing with the sim-
ulations of Parker et al. (2013) we find that only unbound
(supervirial) regions with initial volume densities of < 100
stars pc−3 are of low enough density for the massive stars
to fail to gather a retinue in a few Myr. In collapsing, or in
higher surface density regions (assuming the third dimen-
sion is roughly the same as the observed two dimensions)
ΣLDR is always found to increase significantly in a few Myr.
The surface density of the observed region is several hun-
dred stars pc−2 (extrapolating to a full IMF), and if the
third dimension is roughly the same as the two observed
dimensions this suggests an average volume density in this
region of around 100 stars pc−3 – in good agreement with the
theoretical argument. All the evidence above suggests that
Cyg OB2 is dynamically young which would be expected if
it was born unbound.
5.1 Implications for theories of massive star
formation
Cyg OB2 contains a number of very massive stars
with masses of ∼100 M⊙ (e.g., Massey & Thompson 1991;
Kiminki et al. 2007), particularly the blue hypergiant
Cyg OB2 #12, which is reported to have a mass of 110 M⊙
(Clark et al. 2012). The presence of such massive stars
is consistent with estimates of the total stellar mass of
Cyg OB2 of ∼3 × 104 M⊙ and make it comparable with
some of the most massive star clusters in our Galaxy such as
NGC 3603 or Westerlund 1. Therefore the conditions under
which Cyg OB2 and its massive stars formed is particularly
important for our understanding of how such stars form and
acts as a constraint for theories of massive star formation.
There are a number of theories for how massive stars
form and build up their considerable masses, ranging
from scaled up versions of low-mass star formation (e.g.,
Shu et al. 1987; McKee & Tan 2003), collisions or mergers
in the cores of dense clusters (Zinnecker & Yorke 2007) and
relatively dynamic theories where environment plays a sig-
nificant role (e.g., Bonnell et al. 2004). The concept of com-
petitive accretion is a particular example of the latter the-
ory and suggests that high-mass stars begin their lives as
relatively low-mass molecular cores but are able to accrete
considerably more matter than other stars due to their pref-
erential positions in the centres of dense clusters where the
gravitational potentials are highest (e.g., Zinnecker 1982;
Larson 1992; Bonnell et al. 2004). This requires that mas-
sive stars are only born in dense massive clusters, and should
also be preferentially found in the centres of these clus-
ters, i.e. clusters should exhibit a level of primordial mass
segregation that cannot be explained by dynamical means
(Bonnell & Davies 1998).
Our results suggest that the massive stars in Cyg OB2
did not form close together (either in a single cluster, or
in a few clusters as this would be retained in ΛMSR), nor
did they form in locally overdense regions (which would be
indicated by a high ΣLDR). The presence of stars as mas-
sive as 100 M⊙ in Cyg OB2 is inconsistent with the idea
that massive stars can only form in dense clusters. This ar-
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gues against theories that require massive stars to only form
in dense massive clusters, such as the theory of competitive
accretion (e.g., Bonnell et al. 2004) or the formation of mas-
sive stars by mergers (Zinnecker & Yorke 2007), as the only
mechanisms by which massive stars form.
5.2 Implications for our understanding of
Cyg OB2
We suggest it is highly unlikely that Cyg OB2 was ever a
single compact cluster which is in the process of destroying
itself post gas-expulsion. In such a case we would not expect
to see spatial substructure, and we might expect to see some
evidence of the (primordial or dynamical) mass segregation
of the initial cluster retained. By far the best explanation
for the observed properties of Cyg OB2 is that we are see-
ing the region now very much as it formed, as an unbound
association with a relatively low surface density.
Such an interpretation of the initial conditions
provides a natural explanation for the large range
of stellar ages measured in Cyg OB2. This was first
hinted at by Massey & Thompson (1991) who noted the
presence of evolved supergiants alongside the high-
mass main sequence population in Cyg OB2, and
this has since been confirmed by other authors (e.g.,
Hanson 2003; Comero´n & Pasquali 2012). Furthermore
amongst the lower-mass population Drew et al. (2008)
uncovered a 5–7 Myr old population of A-type stars and
Wright et al. (2010) found a spread of ages of 3–5 Myr.
Whilst there is considerable debate about the reality of age
spreads amongst low-mass stars (e.g. Palla & Stahler 1999;
Jeffries et al. 2011), the existence of multiple age pop-
ulations inferred from OB stars are less prone to such
uncertainties, and the evidence from different mass ranges
supports the view that Cyg OB2 is not a simple coeval
population.
Our finding that Cyg OB2 was born in a highly sub-
structured and low density arrangement suggests that the
stars were most likely born over a much larger area, >10 pc,
than the typical compact size of young star clusters, ∼1–
2 pc. The observed range of stellar ages could therefore be
considered as due to a series of discrete and hierarchical star
formation events that have since expanded and overlapped.
Indeed, it would seem unlikely to not have age spreads of a
few Myr over a region around 10 pc across.
5.3 What is the true 3D structure of Cyg OB2?
As is almost always true in astronomy, our observations of
Cyg OB2 are a 2D projection of a 3D region. When deal-
ing with spherical and gravitationally bound ‘clusters’, the
assumption that the third dimension is very similar to the
two observed dimensions is probably very reasonable. How-
ever, the observations of Cyg OB2 show significant sub-
structure (a very low-Q), and combined with the high (un-
bound) velocity dispersion and significant age spreads sug-
gest a poorly-mixed, dynamically young region. This raises
the question of the possible importance of the true 3D shape
of Cyg OB2 and projection effects. It is extremely difficult
to imagine how projection effects could give either a low Q
value or a low ΣLDR value if they were not the true val-
ues (its effects on ΛMSR are not obvious), but the degree to
which it could alter various structure parameters is unclear.
We will examine this in more detail in a future paper.
6 CONCLUSIONS
The question of whether all stars form in dense clusters has
fundamental ramifications for theories of star formation, the
formation mechanisms of high-mass stars and whether clus-
ters represent a fundamental unit of star formation. In this
paper we have studied the structure of the massive Cyg OB2
association in an attempt to constrain its initial conditions.
To determine the amount of dynamical evolution we
have studied the level of physical substructure and searched
for evidence of mass segregation in Cyg OB2 using a well-
characterised X-ray selected sample of young stars down
to 1 M⊙. We used the Q parameter to diagnose substruc-
ture (Cartwright & Whitworth 2004) and two independent
measures of mass segregation, ΛMSR (Allison et al. 2009)
and ΣLDR (Maschberger & Clarke 2011; Parker et al. 2013).
Our results show that Cyg OB2 has considerable substruc-
ture and is not mass segregated, both indications that the as-
sociation is dynamically young (see Parker et al. 2013). We
therefore infer that the initial conditions of Cyg OB2 were:
1) Cyg OB2 formed as a relatively low-density, highly sub-
structured, globally unbound association and has changed
little in its bulk properties since its formation.
2) The massive stars in Cyg OB2 did not form close to-
gether, nor did they form in regions of higher than average
local surface / volume density.
The overall conclusion is that Cyg OB2 formed very
much as we see it today and was not born as a dense cluster.
Since Cyg OB2 contains many very massive stars, including
at least two stars as massive as ∼100 M⊙, this allows us
to constrain the sites and conditions under which massive
stars form. The formation of these massive stars in a low
density environment is inconsistent with the idea that mas-
sive stars are only born in dense clusters where the deep
potential well caused by a massive and dense star cluster al-
lows the massive stars to attract and accrete sufficient mass
to reach such high stellar masses. It is also extremely diffi-
cult to imagine any environment in the young Cyg OB2 that
would allow mergers to occur. Any theory of massive star
formation must therefore be able to explain how stars as
massive as ∼100 M⊙ can form in a low density association
such as Cyg OB2.
The total mass and content of massive stars make
Cyg OB2 comparable to some of the most massive star clus-
ters in our Galaxy, such as NGC 3603 or Westerlund 1, yet
as an association its members are now, and we argue always
have been, spread over a much larger area. The question of
whether two such similar populations of stars as Cyg OB2
and Westerlund 1 (both with similar total masses and initial
mass functions) formed in such different spatial configura-
tions as they appear now, or whether they formed in the
same manner and have since evolved in different directions,
is an important issue for theories of star formation.
This study was enabled by the high spatial resolution of
Chandra X-ray observations, which provide an unbiased and
quasi-complete sample of low mass stars in Cyg OB2. The
larger Chandra Legacy Survey of Cyg OB2 will allow this
study to be extended over a much larger area in the future
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and with a larger number of stars. Kinematical observations
such as radial velocities and proper motions from upcoming
facilities such as Gaia and associated ground-based spectro-
scopic surveys can be used to test our results by searching
for and quantifying the level of energy equipartition and dy-
namical substructure. There is also considerable potential
for combining kinematical observations with spatial diag-
nostics such as those explored in this paper, which we plan
to address in a future paper.
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